Climate Change, Sustainability and the Built Environment

*Building Research & Information (BRI)* has a strong track record of delivering cutting edge research on climate change and sustainable development. It provides an interdisciplinary approach and linkages between policy, strategy and feedback. This diversity is demonstrated by the short list below and over the page. Visit [www.rbri.co.uk](http://www.rbri.co.uk) for more information.

### Policy and Concept

**Long-term management of building stocks**  
*N. Kohler and W. Yang*

**Policy and strategy challenges for climate change and building stocks**  
*R. Lowe*

**Do we understand sustainable development?**  
*D. Pearce*

**Building human agency: a timely manifesto**  
*R.J. Cole, Z. Brown and S. McKay*

**Is the construction sector sustainable?: definitions and reflections**  
*D. Pearce*

**Is a theory of the built environment needed?**  
*L. Koskela*

**Conceptualizing the built environment as a social – ecological system**  
*S. Moffatt and N. Kohler*

**The ecological crisis and self-delusion: implications for the building sector**  
*W.E. Rees*

**Integrated approach to risk management of future climate change impacts**  
*K.R. Lisa*

**Adapting buildings to a changing climate: but what about the occupants?**  
*R. de Dear*

**Suggestion for new approach to overheating diagnostics**  
*J.F. Nicol, J. Hacker, B. Spires and H. Davies*

**Decarbonizing national housing stocks: strategies, barriers and measurement**  
*K.J. Lomas*

**Defining absolute environmental limits for the built environment**  
*R. Lowe*

**National building stocks: addressing energy consumption or decarbonization?**  
*H. Herring*

**Mitigating CO2 emissions from energy use in the world's buildings**  
*D. Ürge-Vorsatz, L.D.D. Harvey, S. Miragzedis and M.D. Levine*

**Appraisal of policy instruments for reducing buildings' CO2 emissions**  
*D. Ürge-Vorsatz, S. Koeppel and S. Miragzedis*

**Comfort in a lower carbon society**  
*E. Shove, H. Chappells, L. Lutzenhiser and B. Hackett*

**Re-contextualizing the notion of comfort**  
*R.J. Cole, J. Robinson, Z. Brown and M. O'Shea*

**Challenges for energy and buildings research: objectives, methods and funding mechanisms**  
*T. Oreszczyn and R. Lowe*

**Climate change, adaptation and government policy for the building sector**  
*T. Hasegawa*

**Innovation in construction: a sociology of technology approach**  
*C. Harty*

**Sustainable property investment: valuing sustainable buildings through property performance assessment**  
*T. Lützkendorf and D. Lorenz*

**Making feedback and post-occupancy evaluation routine**  
2: Soft landings - involving design and building teams in improving performance  
*M. Way and B. Bordass*

**Energy loads, CO2 emissions and building stocks: morphologies, typologies, energy systems and behaviour**  
*S. Salat*

**Wall area, volume and plan depth in the building stock**  
*P. Steadman, S. Evans and M. Batty*

**Climate change: using robustness as a policy response**  
*B. Larsson*

**Sustainability auditing and assessment challenges**  
*R. K. Turner*

**Broadening project participation through a modified building sustainability assessment**  
*E. Kaatz, D. Root and P. Bowen*

**Assessing the performance of sustainable technologies: a framework and its application**  
*C. E. Nelms, A.B. Russell and B.J. Lence*

**Sustainability and property valuation: a risk-based approach**  
*E. Meins, H. Wallbaum, R. Hardziewski and A. Feige*

**Regulations and robust low-carbon buildings**  
*P. Tuohy*

**Long-term building stock survival and intergenerational management: the role of institutional regimes**  
*U. Hassler*

**Housing stock shrinkage: vacancy and demolition trends in Germany**  
*C. Deilmann, K.-H. Effenberger and J. Banse*

**Social stakes of urban renewal: recent French housing policy**  
*P. Gilbert*

**Comparing European residential building stocks: performance, renovation and policy opportunities**  
*F. Meijer, L. Itard and M. Sunikka-Blank*

**Exploring built environment stock metabolism and sustainability by systems analysis approaches**  
*H. Brattebø, H. Bergsdal, N.H. Sandberg, J. Hammervold and D.B. Müller*

**Making morality: sustainable architecture and the pragmatic imagination**  
*G. Farmer and S. Guy (forthcoming in 2010)*

**Predicting building performance: the ethics of computer simulation**  
*T.J. Williamson (forthcoming in 2010)*

**Domestic energy use, lifestyles and POE: past lessons for current problems**  
*B. Vale and R. Vale (forthcoming in 2010)*

**Building signatures correlating thermal comfort and low-energy cooling: in-use performance**  
*D.E. Kalz, J. Pfaffert and S. Herkel and A. Wagner*
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Strategy and Practice

Influence of occupants’ knowledge on comfort expectations and behaviour Z. Brown and R.J. Cole

Exploiting a hybrid environmental design strategy in a US continental climate C.A. Short and K.J. Lomas


New standards for comfort and energy use in buildings J.F. Nicol and M.A. Humphreys


Rapid assessment checklist for sustainable buildings B. Gething and B. Bordass

Impact of climate warming on passive night cooling potential N. Artmann, D. Gyalistras, H. Manz and P. Heiselberg

Understanding heat wave vulnerability in nursing and residential homes S. Brown and G. Walker

Design strategy for low-energy ventilation and cooling of hospitals C.A. Short and S. Al-Maiyah

Are users more tolerant of ‘green’ buildings? A. Leaman and B. Bordass

Perspectives in the reality-based generation, nD modelling, and operation of buildings and building stocks A. Gruen, M. Behnisch and N. Kohler


Towards a very low-energy building stock: modelling the US commercial building sector to support policy and innovation planning B. Coffey, S. Borgeson, S. Selkowitz, J. Apte, P. Mathew and P. Hayes

Urban stock over time: spatial material stock analysis using 4d-GIS H. Tanikawa and S. Hashimoto

Changes in energy demand from low-energy homes A. J. Summerfield, A. Pathan, R. J. Lowe and T. Oreszczyn

Technical options and strategies for decarbonizing UK housing R. Lowe

Implication of global warming on air-conditioned office buildings in Australia L. Guan

Green buildings, organizational success and occupant productivity J.H. Heerwagen

Modelling building stock geometry for energy, emission and mass calculations Z. Szalay

Indoor environment and pupils’ health in primary schools F. Van Dijken, J.E.M.H. Van Bronswijk and J. Sundell

Making feedback and post-occupancy evaluation routine 1: a portfolio of feedback techniques B. Bordass and A. Leaman

Central heating thermostat settings and timing: building demographics M. Shipworth, S.K. Frith, M. Gentry, A. J. Wright, D.T. Shipworth and K.J. Lomas

Sustainable property funds: financial stakeholders’ views on sustainability criteria and market acceptance R. Bügl, C. Leimgruber, G. Hüni and R. Scholz

Comfort expectations: the impact of demand-management strategies in Australia Y. Strangers

Smart metering: what potential for household engagement? S. Darby (forthcoming in 2010)

Delivery and performance of a low-energy ventilation and cooling strategy C.A. Short, M. Cook and K.J. Lomas

Home energy monitors: impact over the medium-term S.S. van Dam, C.A. Bakker and J.D.M. van Hal (forthcoming in 2010)

Energy feedback in buildings: improving the infrastructure for demand reduction S. Darby

Residential heat comfort practices: understanding users K. Gram-Hanssen

Housing and energy in Denmark: past, present, and future challenges R. Marsh, V.G. Larsen and M. Kragh

Occupants’ behaviour: determinants and effects on residential heating consumption O. Guerra-Santin and L. Itard

Designing renovation: the building as planning material G. Traska

Designing with reused building components: some challenges M. Gorgolewski

Criteria for salvageability: the reuse of bricks A.S. Nordby, B. Berge, F. Hakonsen and A.G. Hestnes

Achieving legitimacy: visual discourses in engineering design and green building code development K. Henderson

Service life planning and performance requirements W. Trinius and C. Sjestrom

Design strategies to increase building flexibility E.S. Slaughter

Design Quality Indicator as a tool for thinking D. Gann, A. Salter and J. Whyte

Defining closed-loop material cycle construction P. Sassi

Solar gain and building envelope: the surface factor F. Ascione, L. Bellia, P. Mazzei and F. Minichielo